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Snug Harbor has incredible 
potential to take its place among 
New York City’s most important  
cultural institutions .



A reimagined Chapel Road 
serves as a pedestrian-friendly 
town-center with a centralized 
visitor center and cafe. 



View of Hornbeam Allée at  
the perimeter of expanded 
Heritage Farm
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To ensure a bright and sustainable future 
for Snug Harbor, we must be stewards of 
this prominent city-owned property and its 
historically influential assets; maintain long-
term accessibility and affordability of the arts, 
culture, and outdoor space; and benefit the 
community on Staten Island and beyond. To 
this end, the City commissioned a master plan 
executed in 2019. This vision book represents 
a summary of that effort. The project team’s 
recommendations are prioritized around  
three main goals–Upgrading Buildings and 
Infrastructure, Improving Visitor Experience, 
and Expanding Earned Income.
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 “At first glance, the grounds 
look like a remnant of the 
past, but if the flourishing 
gardens tell you anything, 
this place is very much  
full of life.”

Margot Boyer-Dry  
and Max Falkowitz
The New York Times, 2019 
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Snug Harbor is  
a beloved cultural 
anchor on 
Staten Island 
with a fascinating 
history.

Sailors’ Snug Harbor 
was founded in 1801 
as a bequest from 
New York pirate pri-
vateer Robert Richard 
Randall to care for   
 “aged, decrepit and 
worn out sailors”.

In 1831, an 130-acre site was 
purchased in rural Staten 
Island. A campus was built 
to serve retired merchant 
marines, which it did for over 
a century. 
  
At its height, Sailors’ Snug 
Harbor campus functioned  
as a holistic independent 
community for its sailors.  
It included dormitories, 
houses for staff, a hospital,  
a greenhouse, a laundry 
facility, a morgue, open space 
for pleasure and farming,  
and recreational and 
cultural facilities. It was  
a comfortable existence. 
 
As modern pensions reduced 
the needs of retired merchant 
marines and resources to 
maintain the campus ran low, 
the 1950’s brought a wave of 
demolition to Sailors’ Snug 
Harbor, including the great 
Randall Memorial Church.

Bird’s Eye View of  
Sailors’ Snug Harbor  
The campus was formed with  
a strong connection to the  
to waterfront. 

(top image) Sailors relaxing 
outdoors at the turn of the century. 

(bottom image) Early photograph 
of the Front Five

In a successful effort 
from the impassioned 
Staten Island community 
and leaders, the Front Five 
buildings became some of 
the first buildings in NYC to 
receive Historic Landmark 
Designation in 1965. In 
1971 the City of New York 
purchased Snug Harbor, and 
subsequently, the remaining 
sailors left for a new location 
in North Carolina.

Introduction
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Today, the 83-acre campus is 
used by organizations with 
varied missions. Snug Harbor 
Cultural Center & Botanical 
Garden (SHCCBG) serves as 
the operator and steward of 
this historic site. The NYC 
Department of Cultural 
Affairs (DCLA) owns the 
buildings, and the grounds 
are owned by NYC Dept. of 
Parks and Recreation (DPR).

SHCCBG has a 25-year  
master license with DCLA 
and the Parks Dept., and a 
series of sub-license agree-
ments with the three con-
stituents: the Staten Island 
Museum, the Staten Island 
Children’s Museum, and the 
Noble Maritime Collection. 
SHCCBG also has a sub-lease 
agreement with Celebrate at 
Snug Harbor, LLC, the exclu-
sive on-site caterers. The only 
public food establishment 
presently on site is a season-
al snack bar, Harbor Eats. 
SHCCBG holds 40+ leases 
with smaller non-profits(in-
cluding Children’s Harbor 
Montessori School, Art Lab, 
and a Music Conservatory) 
and studio artists. SHCCBG 
operates the Newhouse 
Center for Contemporary Art, 
The NY Chinese Scholar’s 
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The indoor facilities 
and outdoor spaces 
offer such a variety  
of experiences, and 
things to enjoy:  

 1  Historic Architecture

 2  Arts and Culture 

 3  Unique Courtyard  
 Spaces

 4  Interior Landmarks

 5  Chinese Scholars’  
 Garden

 6  Historic Landscape

 7  Wetlands

 8  Events

 9  Heritage Farm

10  Collaborative   
 Programming

11  Waterfront

 9

 6

 3

Garden, a 2.5-acre working 
farm (Heritage Farm),  
and the wetlands, along  
with providing educational, 
cultural and aesthetic 
programming, and festivals. 
Snug Harbor also hosts the 
Staten Island-based NYC 
Compost Project’s Compost 
Demonstration Site,  
administered by the NYC 
Department of Sanitation.
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But the site needs 
improvement.

Snug Harbor’s extensive grounds 
and historic architectural assets 
have proven challenging to 
maintain. Budget limitations and 
deferred maintenance has led to 
the deterioration or antiquation 
of many buildings, features and 
systems on campus. 

 1  Space Allocation  
Several buildings and spaces are vacant  
or underutilized, further progressing their 
state of decline. Building E (pictured below)  
is a prime candidate for activation. 

 2  Deferred Maintenance  
Many landscape and building elements 
have suffered from deferred maintenance 
resulting in dangerous conditions and  
piecemeal or ad hoc repairs.

There is over 80,000 
(net) square feet of 
space that is vacant 
or underutilized and 
deteriorating.  1

 2
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 3  Building Repairs  
Several buildings on campus 
require immediate attention. 
In addition to identifying 
priority repairs (included in 
appendix), the team has  
also prepared preventative 
maintenance plans for  
the each building and  
infrastructure system.

 4  Accessibility  
There are a number of ADA 
accessibility or building 
codes deficiencies and ad-hoc 
measures which detract from 
the overall experience.

 3

 5

 7

4

 6
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 9  Stormwater   
 Management   
 Systems  
Chapel Road (pictured here) 
and Shinbone Alley incur 
flooding even in the slightest 
rains, due to the need for 
stormwater management 
system improvements, 
including more sustainable 
landscape strategies and 
storm sewer pipe upgrades

10  Food & Beverage  
 Options  
Today there is only one food 
option serving Snug Harbor 
on campus with offerings, 
limited by seasonality due to 
the lack of indoor space and 
limited foot traffic to sustain 
year round use.

11  Landscape   
 Maintenance  
Several parts of the land-
scape are overgrown leading 
to confusing organization, 
less safe conditions and 
missed opportunities for 
landscape programming and 
educational collaborations.

 5  Signage & Wayfinding  
There is no cohesive way-
finding and signage system. 
There is a lack of clarity 
and unity for the campus. 
Resulting in a confounding 
visitor experience.

 6  Deteriorating   
 Infrastructure  
The infrastructure systems 
(both at the campus and 
building level) are suffering 
from deterioration. There  
are existing capital projects 
underway currently to  
upgrade the campus wide 
heating and cooling, and 
electrical systems.

 7  Visitor Amenities  
There is currently no Snug 
Harbor visitor center, a place 
to welcome and serve with 
information and tickets,  
gift shop and publicly acces-
sible restrooms. 

 8  Waterfront  
Due to the lack of a dock,  
and dangerous crossing 
conditions of Richmond 
Terrace, the waterfront has 
no ADA accessibility and 
remains underutilized by 
Snug Harbor.
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Stakeholder Meetings  
At the start of the process, 
we held a series of casual and 
conversational meetings—  
both one-on-one and in small 
groups—giving staff, tenants, 
and other constituents the 
opportunity to speak openly 
about their inside view of 
Snug Harbor. 

Community Workshops 
Next, we invited the broader 
community—neighbors, 
donors, board members— 
to identify the problems and 
opportunities they perceived 
in a series of workshops. In 
the last one we presented 
initial design concepts to the 
community, soliciting feed-
back on proposed priorities 
and solutions.

The community agrees: 
Change is needed.
At multiple outreach meetings, neighbors, 
staff, tenants, and other constituents  
came together to brainstorm ideas and 
review plans. Their input was essential  
in determining the most meaningful  
improvements for the community. 

There has been  
no cohesive vision.

What’s the soul of Snug Harbor?  
It’s got so many wonderful but  
diverse uses, so we need ways to  
unify the place. 

Visitor experience 
is confusing. 

There are multiple different fees for 
different places within Snug Harbor.

Poor signage and wayfinding 
makes it hard to get around.

There are not enough restrooms, 
and no permanent restaurant  
for a snack or meal. 

Confusing and unsafe entries  
and circulation issues make  
access difficult.

There are real functional 
challenges. 

 Infrastructural problems are chal-
lenging for tenants, and make visits 
uncomfortable and inconvenient.

Many buildings are in poor  
condition and require maintenance. 

Parking is insufficient.

There is poor access to public  
transportation from Snug Harbor. 
 
It is not made clear why 
this place is so special.

Restaurant
Farmer’s Market / CSA
Accessible Waterfront

Affordable Artist Spaces
Effective Wayfinding

Farm Retail Store
Community Concert Series
Activated Campus at Night

Stormwater Management

Art Making Spaces

Ecological Research and Education

Beer Garden
Black Box Theater
Welcome Center

Family-Friendly Farming/Farm Education

Wine Terrace
Neighborhood Partnerships

Land Art/Art Instalations

Premier Artist in Residency Program

Iconic Trees

Dance Nights

Educational Lecture

Coffee Roastery/Cafe

Expand Collaborations - Art

Ship Watching

Outdoor Movie

Inclusive Events for All

Coworking Space

Eco-Restrooms

Live-Work Space

Playground/ Play Area

Accessible Fountains/ Water Features

Natural Amphitheater

Indoor Event Venue

Culinary Education

Fabrication Lab

Summer Suppers

Food Trucks

Book + Gift Shop

Movable Seating

Mobile Art Studio / ARtBuilt

Lounging

Pocket Gardens/Gathering Spaces

Play Fountains

Outdoor Exercise

Grazing/Pasture

Screening Party

Microbrewery

Recreation

Fitness

Lush Hillocks

Solar Car Parking

Ice Skating
Outdoor Boathouse Replica

Observation Deck
Boutique Hotel

The graph on the left shows the 
extent to which community 
members liked and disliked each 
precedent. Green and red bars 
represent the number of stickers 
placed on each image; the size of 
the text corresponds to the net 
positive or negative reaction the 
precedent received. Each line 
represents an interval of 5 dots. 

During the aerial photograph 
activity, participants wrote, circled 
and drew their thoughts on each 
map. We summarized their likes, 
dislikes and suggestions in the 
diagrams to the right:

|    

Listening 
Snug Harbor CPSD

|   23

Community Workshop: Results
Outreach

Takeaways: 

During one of the community 
workshops, Jonathan Marvel 
asked participants to circle, draw, 
and mark-up a map of Snug Harbor 
to indicate what about they felt is 
successful—and what is in need of 
improvement. 

In the second, participants were 
given a table-sized aerial photo of 
Snug Harbor and encouraged to write 
and draw on it. They had 20 minutes 
to answer the following questions:

1. What do you know and love at 
Snug Harbor that you would like 
to share with us?

2. Where do you usually go on 
campus, and how?

3. What would you improve, and 
how? 

In the second activity, stakeholders 
commented most about circulation, 
grounds and facilities, and Snug 
Harbor’s perception. 

Likes included:                                                                   
Historic buildings, engaging 
programs, and tranquil gardens. 
Stakeholders also enjoyed when 
Snug Harbors outside space felt 
activated, concerts and events, the 
feeling of peace in the wetlands 
and historic highlights throughout 
campus.

Dislikes included:    
Insuf cient parking, confusing 
and crowded entrances, and lack 
of waterfront access and views. 
Stakeholders noted that way nding 
and accessibility throughout and 
around campus were poor, that 
certain spaces were underutilized 
and/ or in poor condition, and 
that the campus lacked trash 
receptacles. Some complained that 
vandalism was a problem. 

To address their complaints, many 
stakeholders came prepared with 
ideas for how to breathe new life into 
the campus. Many were in favor of 
calming traf c on Richmond Terrace, 
adding a ferry shuttle, creating 
a separate bus entrance, adding 
parking and limiting vehicular traf c 
within the site. Some requested 
site-wide ticketing and a shuttle loop 
around the site’s perimeter. 

Stakeholders also expressed interest 
in expanding the farm and artisan 
markets, creating a “town square” 
to center the campus activities, 
improving stormwater management 
and adding food and restrooms. 
Some wanted more community 
meeting space and more rent-able 
performance space.

|    

Outreach and Goals 
Snug Harbor CPSD

|   265Outreach

Stakeholder Meeting Results

What is it that is going to bring people 
here? What is it that people need to 
know when they get here? We need a 
clearer identity and better outreach.

We have an opportunity for Snug 
Harbor to take its rightful place as 
a premier cultural institution, and 
a citywide and national must visit 
destination.



Buildings G+H peeking out  
from behind a tree (view from the 
Greenhouse lawn)
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 “I want people who 
come here to feel safe, 
welcome, clear in 
where to go—and then 
be engaged and blown 
away by Snug Harbor.”

Aileen Fuchs,  
President & CEO
Snug Harbor Cultural Center  
& Botanical Garden, 2019
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The time is right.

The dedication,  
comprehensive vision,  
and steadfast stewardship 
of the leadership and staff 
at Snug Harbor Cultural 
Center & Botanical Gardens 
have made this effort 
possible. They inspired the 
CPSD team to embrace the 
opportunity to promote Snug 
Harbor with a sense of civic 
consciousness and a social 
responsibility to the public 
good in New York City.

The New York City 
Department of Cultural 
Affairs (DCLA), The Office of 
Management and Budget 
(OMB) and The Department 
of Design and Construction 
(DDC) have for decades 
worked to stabilize and grow 
Snug Harbor. Their leader-
ship, ongoing commitment, 
and timely recognition of the 
need for this CPSD, is com-
mendable and deeply appre-
ciated service to the City.

Snug Harbor is full of  
opportunities for NYC 
The diversity of uses on 
campus today are unpar-
alleled. Where else can one 
experience Botanical Gardens, 
wetlands, a Chinese Scholars 
Garden, renowned cultural 
museums, and a working  
farm in one place? 
 
Imagine taking your dog for a 
walk through the grounds and 
stumbling upon an upcoming 
Broadway show rehearsing 
outdoors. There are endless 
opportunities in arts, educa-
tion, horticulture, agriculture, 
and recreation, all in service 
to the public. Snug Harbor 
is Staten Island’s cultural 
gem, deeply connected to the 
people and community.

Strategic investments in the City’s physical,  
economic, and cultural infrastructure yield broad  
public benefits and create an efficient and sustainable 
system to the long-term care and management  
of historic City assets. The moment is now to ensure  
the protection of Snug Harbor. 

There is a renewed energy, 
optimism, and collaboration 
on campus built on Snug 
Harbor’s new leadership in 
CEO Aileen Fuchs, and gener-
ous recent investments from 
the Department of Cultural 
Affairs (DCLA) and the Office 
of Management and Budget 
(OMB). Investments on the 
North Shore such as the new 
Empire Outlets, have created a 
new momentum for the neigh-
borhood. Capital investments 
from DCLA over the years in 
Snug Harbor have made sig-
nificant improvements to the 
infrastructure, architecture 
and programming.  
 
All metrics show Snug 
Harbor is on the rise. In the 
last few years, financial 
trends are up, grants and 
capital work has increased, 
earned and contributed  
income is up, as well as  
yearly visitors to campus 
been increasing. 

It’s time to  
re-imagine how  
Snug Harbor can  
better function  
and serve its 
community in the 
21st century.
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1.  Builds on past  
 lessons 
Since, 1973 the City of New 
York has undertaken various 
studies and reports of the 
campus. We have throughly 
evaluated their findings and 
recommendations, incorpo-
rating their best recommen-
dations and learning from 
their misses. One major issue 
with the studies was that 
there was no clear actionable 
plan. We are providing a clear 
cost estimated phasing plan 
for implementation. 

2.  Built on stakeholder  
 consensus 
Extensive outreach was 
undertaken to connect with a 
wide range of staff, neighbors, 
users, and stakeholders 
—ensuring an inclusionary 
community process informed 
our recommendations.

Why will this 
plan work?
Making substantial improvements will be challenging, 
but this plan was designed to succeed. Individual and 
capital projects are grouped and phased to permanently 
solve problems, improve conditions, and build  
momentum in Snug Harbor and its community.

A view of a reconnected  
and reestablished connection  
to the waterfront

3. Solves final  
 infrastructure issues 
It is critical that the remaining 
infrastructural improvements 
are undertaken in a timely 
manner. Ending delayed 
maintenance problems will 
allow site to be proactive 
instead of reactive.

4. Improves user   
 experience 
Our recommendations aim  
to bring in more engaged  
visitors, who will visit for 
longer periods of time, and 
will return. Improving the 
visitor experience will 
increase Snug Harbor’s 
income, allowing for proper 
maintenance of the site. 
Making Snug Harbor a more 
meaningful part of visitors’ 
lives dovetails with Mayor 
DeBlasio’s city-wide goals, 
including making NYC the 
“Fairest Big City in America.”

5.  Smart phasing to  
 build momentum  
Our recommendations have 
been strategically packaged 
in a comprehensive list of 
capital improvement projects, 
that are grouped for efficiency 
and logistics, estimated 
for construction costs, and 
carefully orchestrated in an 
implementation plan  
phased by priority.  
 
The projects are grouped by 
area to minimize disruption 
and effectively build upon 
the previous project. All 
projects are firmly linked 
to the institution’s identity 
and programs, staffing and 
maintenance needs.  
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Our Goals 1.  Upgrading  
  Buildings and     
  Infrastructure

2.  Improving  
  Visitor  
  Experience

3.  Expanding      
  Earned Income

Through a rigorous outreach process  
with Snug Harbor, the constituents,  
the community, city agencies— 
three overarching goals for the project  
were identified to serve as touchstones. 

1.  Upgrading Buildings  
 and Infrastructure  
Sustainable and inventive 
strategies to resolve  
and reduce deferred site  
maintenance issues.

2.  Improving Visitor 
 Experience  
Enhanced visitor  
experience increases visits 
and duration of visit.

3.  Expanding 
 Earned Income 
Improve performance 
through new revenue  
generating activities for 
financial sustainability  
and to ensure proper  
maintenance of the site. 

Our Goals
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SNUG HARBOR CULTURAL CENTER & BOTANIC GARDEN

April 24, 2019

SOUTH CAMPUS 
CASUAL, ECLECTIC, ADAPTIVE RE-USE 

ROYAL ACADEMY OF ART - LONDONSOMMERSET HOUSE - LONDONSALONE INSTALLATION - MILANO

NORTH CAMPUS 

Top Objectives

 H  Leverage and Contrast  
 Historic Legacy 
New spaces and opportunities to celebrate 
and enliven historic buildings and features

 I  Equitable, Sustainable,  
 Resilient, and Healthy Living 
Advance DDC Design Guiding Principles

 J  Campus as Arboretum 
Refocus Horticultural efforts into a  
holistic collection-based approach

 K  Reactivate Underutilized Spaces 
Renovate and activate to preserve the  
historic architecture of the site

 L  Incubator for the Arts 
Ensure long term support and affordability 
for artists and patrons

 A  Foster Community 
Create inviting spaces which encourage 
social interaction

 B  Promote a Cohesive Sense of Place 
Use circulation, landscape, lighting, and 
wayfinding to promote a clear spatial order 
and identity

C  Enhance Sense of Arrival 
Entering campus should be a welcoming 
experience

 D  Organize Around a  
 Central New Element 
Create centralized spaces of gravity

 E  Invite Discovery 
Meandering loop pathways and  
a car-free core campus

 F  Accessible and Safe 
Improve conditions for mobility and security

 G  Provide for a Diversity of Use 
Spatial flexibility and adaptability to  
facilitate operational ease and evolving needs

The following list of objectives represents 
a guide to the primary recommended 
changes to improve Snug Harbor:

 K

 L

 B

 C

 E

 F  G

 I

 J

 D

 A Snug Harbor

Hamilton College

Harvard Rockefeller Hall

St. Ann’s Warehouse

Spaceworks

Lincoln Center

Governors Island

The Red Ribbon—Tanghe River Park

The Los Angeles Museum  
of the Holocaust

Snug  
Harbor

Willow 
Form 
Drainage 
District 

Somerset House H
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Design Improvements
 1  Improve Gateways to Campus 

More porous, inviting and safe  
perimeters entries 

 2  Visitor Center at Building K 
A new place to welcome, orient,  
and assist visitors

 3  Loop Path 
Encourage discovery with a network  
of walkways and perimeter campus loop

 4  Expand Farm Ecology and Education 
An exciting new draw with program  
synergies around farm and food

 5  Establish a New “Town Center”  
 on Chapel Road 
The new heart of campus, connecting  
people socially

 6  Car Free Core Campus 
Remove vehicles from Chapel Road to benefit 
pedestrians while improving site access, 
parking, and drop-off areas

 7  Bring VMH and Building E back to life 
Renovate and activate to preserve

 8  Refocus Horticultural  
 and Arboreal Efforts 
Selectively curate and compose gardens  
and naturalized spaces

These are the concepts which shape  
the CPSD vision. Each of them is critical to 
the next step in Snug Harbor’s evolution.

 1

 8

14

 4

 6

 2

11

12 13

10

 3

 9

17

 7

15 16

19

 5

18

 9  Large Open Lawn Space 
Enhance visual and physical campus connec-
tions, and facilitate large gatherings/events 

10  New Randall Memorial Church Plaza 
Recall the footprint of this lost structure  
with a new events space

11  Restored Wetlands 
Restoring definition and improving 
experience

12  New Wayfinding 
Promoting clear sense of order and identity

13  Campus Wide WiFi 
Bringing Snug Harbor into the 21st century

14  New Waterfront Access 
Restored waterfront, dock, and crosswalk to 
reconnect Snug to the Harbor

15  Reactivate Hyphens 
Improving indoor and outdoor connections  
in the Front Ten

16  Restaurant in Governor’s House 
Invest and enhance an underutilized building

17  New South Campus Connections  
 to Henderson 
Connecting to the neighborhood

18  Security Improvements 
Utilizing technology, and soft controls  
with spatial improvements

19  Improved Stormwater Drainage 
Resolving capacity problems and  
improving performance
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Site Access
1. Primary Pedestrian Loop
2. West Gate Pedestrian Plaza and 

Promenade
3. Expanded two-way entrance
4. Northwest Drop-Off + Parking Lot
5. West Lot; staff, overflow, operations
6. South Campus Drive Connector
7. Woodland Parking Lot 
8. Widened Gate at Cottage Row
9. New Henderson Entry
10. East Parking Lots
11. East Circle and Drop-off
12. East Entry Plaza
13. Northeast Pedestrian Gate 

 

Waterfront & Front Lawn
14. Enhanced Pedestrian Crossing + 

Overlook restoration
15. Pedestrian Access and Ferry Dock
16. Accessible waterfront walkways
17. Vegetation management + view 

restoration
18. Salvaged bluestone terrace, 

movable seating 
19. Front Lawn tree canopy steward-

ship and view enhancement
20. Conserve and enhance  

historic walkways
21. Neptune Fountain restoration,  

new pavement, furnishings, and 
MEP renovation 
 

Cultural Core
22. Central Events Plaza
23. Smokestack Lawn
24. Visitor Center 
25. Café and Dining Terrace
26. Chapel Road, Pedestrian Promenade
27. Bio-Swale
28. Pedestrian Bridge
29. Repurposed Stormwater Pond
30. Hyphen Connector
31. Shinbone Courtyard
32. Museums’ Plaza
33. Randall Memorial Court 

 

The Central Loop & Gardens
34. Flexible Stage / Pavilion
35. Events Lawn
36. Children’s Plaza
37. Perennial Border Garden
38. Woodland Border
39. Playground; fenced, 

rubberized pavement
40. Children’s Green 

 

Proposed Plan
Heritage Farm & Ecology
41. Farm-Ecology Plaza
42. Farm-Ecology Center
43. Farm and Hort. Green Houses
44. New Barn + Work Court
45. Heritage Farm
46. Relocated Hornbeam Allée
47. Orchard
48. Farm Event Terrace
49. NYC Compost Project
50. Future Restaurant Site
51. Tuscan Garden
52. Tropical Display Terrace
53. The Lemon House
54. Horticulture Display Glass Houses 

 

The Woodland
55. Woodland Playgroves
56. Canine Grove 
57. Nature Trails
58. NY Chinese Scholars’ Garden 

Accessible Walk 
59. Peony Collection (relocated)
60. Asiatic Woodland Garden
61. NY Chinese Scholar’s Garden  

Entry Terrace 
 

Harbor Brook
62. Wet Meadow
63. Native Wetland Planting
64. Cattail Patch
65. Riparian Woodland
66. New Kissel Ave Pedestrian Gate  

and Boardwalk

160’ 320’80’0’

8

9

Harbor 
Brook

The Woodland

Cultural Core

Front 
Lawn

Waterfront

Heritage 
Farm & 
Ecology

Primary 
Pedestrian 

Loop

Legend
  Vehicular Traffic Entrance    

     (Flexible Direction) 

All existing gardens not impacted 
by the site plan updates to remain. 
Some gardens to be relocated or 
consolidated.
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New Farm Ecology 
Pavilion

New Horticulture 
Greenhouses

New Henderson 
Street Entries

New East 
Drop-Off

New Rendall 
Memorial 
Church Plaza

Shinbone Alley Plaza  
with new exterior 
connection through 
hyphens to Chapel Road

New “Town Center 
“at Smokestack Plaza 
+ Chapel Road

Building E 
restored and 
reactivated

New Parking

New Loop path 
around campus

Possible future 
parking

New Tysen 
Entry

Bldg S restored and 
reactivated for flexible 
Theater use

Restored waterfront, 
access, and dock

New Expanded 
Greenhouses

New Horticulture 
Barn

Reconfigured 
Lawn & New 
Stage

Expanded Farm

SHARPNew Dog 
Run

New vehicular loop creates a 
car free core campus

New 
Playgrounds

New Visitors 
Center + Cafe

Restored & improved 
wetlands

Flexible 
rental space, 
possible 
restaurant 
location

West Gate Expanded 
for Pedestrian Safety

Repurposed 
Pond for 
Stormwater 
Management

Richm
ond Terra

ce

Tysen St

Kissel Ave

Henderson St

Legend
  Pedestrian Entry
  Vehicular Entry 
  Activated Entry 
  New Building
  New Structure
  Main Loop Path 
  Placemaking Zones
  Landscape Zones
  Existing Parking
  Proposed Parking 



Building L serves as the central 
maintenance plant for Snug Harbor, 
with current capital projects 
underway to upgrade the HVAC and 
electrical systems.
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Upgrading 
Buildings and 
Infrastructure

The Snug Harbor Capital Project Scope 
Development (CPSD) includes a compre-
hensive, campus-wide assessment and 
recommendations of capital project needs for 
architectural preservation and engineering 
infrastructure. After careful analysis the team 
produced capital project recommendations,  
a Preventative Maintenance Plan,  
and a Life Cycle Cost Analysis

Assessment Process 
Developing a clear and  
comprehensive picture of  
the existing conditions by 
1. Direct survey and assessment  

of assessment of equipment  
and service components.

2. Understanding the concerns 
revealed by the experience  
of Snug Harbor users,  
management, and staff

3. Becoming familiar with existing 
capital projects that are already 
addressing any suboptimal  
conditions.  
 

CPSD recommended  
upgrades to existing  
systems, components, and 
buildings. 
1. Cure code violations
2. Improve system performance, 

function, and controls
3. Engineering best practices to 

achieve sustainability goals
4. Reduce maintenance  

and repair costs 
 

Preventive Maintenance 
Plan (PMP) 
A comprehensive stand 
alone database was created 
by building, indicating all 
maintenance work needed, 
on a schedule, as a tool  
to assist Snug Harbor with  
effective maintenance of 
infrastructure and buildings. 

Life Cycle Cost  
Analysis (LCCA) 
A comprehensive stand  
alone report to assist  
Snug Harbor management 
with future capital project 
decision-making by Life 
Cycle Analysis of options.  

Upgrading Buildings and Infrastructure
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Preserving  
Historic Buildings
LiRo Engineers, Inc. and Jan Hird Pokorny Associates 
examined and evaluated each building and gave a com-
prehensive recommendations to stabilize and renovate 
campus engineering systems and historic architecture. 

The Building System Database was 
created to provide a detailed assessment 
of each building’s system, the recom-
mended immediate fixes, recommended 
major upgrades, and existing capital 
project associated with the building,  
it is included in the appendix as part of 
the “Building System Matrix.” Included 
in the database is the overview and 
assessment of the existing site-wide 
infrastructural systems. 

C NEW HOUSE CENTER            
‘C OF O’ CLASSIFICATION EXISTING VIOLATIONS EXISTING CAPITAL PROJECTS WORK REQUIRED TO RESOLVE VIOLATIONS REPAIRS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE ‘C OF O’ IMPACT OF NEW PROGRAMMING

CODE

Exists or Not
If yes, what is the 

classification?

1.Violation 1
2.Violation 2

Or None 
List

1.List

Or “None”

1.List

Or “None”

 TBD


EXISTING CONDITIONS EXISTING CAPITAL PROJECTS WORK REQUIRED FOR COMPLIANCE

ACCESSIBILITY



List

1.

COMPONENT TYPE EXISTING SYSTEMS EXISTING CONDITIONS EXISTING CAPITAL 
PROJECTS

MIN. REQUIRED REPAIRS 
FOR ‘SPACE FUNCTIONALITY’ REPAIRS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE ‘C OF O’ LCCA COST 

ESTIMATE PMP IMPACT OF NEW 
PROGRAMMING

ROOFING
Type

 Membrane roof  The roofing was weather tight at the time of 
the assessment. ↑ Several leaders are 
damaged. ↓ None

1.  Replace damaged leaders None

 
  TBD

MASONARY
Type

  The front façade is 
marble with stucco trim, 
side and rear walls are 
brick.

 The masonry at the front entry stairs is 
shifting and requires reconstruction.  The 
moat walls are heavily deteriorated. ↓ None

None 1.  Repair damaged stucco 
2.  Repair damaged masonry in locations of failing 

anchors.
3. Retool delaminating masonry units.
4. Rake and repoint deteriorated mortar joints.

 
  TBD

WOOD
Type

 The cornice and 
pediment are painted 
wood.

 The cornice and pediment have general 
deterioration and missing elements.↓

None

None 1.  Replace missing/deteriorated elements of cornice 
and pediment.

2.  Prepare, prime and paint wood elements.  
  TBD

WINDOWS
Type

  The window sash and 
frame are painted wood.

 Several sills are deteriorated.↓

None

None 1.  Prepare, prime and paint existing windows.

 
  TBD

INTERIOIR
Type

 The interior consists of 
storage rooms, 
exhibition spaces, and 
offices.

 Several historic interiors are intact – these 
are some of the most important spaces in the 
complex. ↑  Several areas have failing plaster 
elements at the ceiling and crown.↓ List

1.  Remove loose sections of 
ceiling and crown molding 
plaster

1.  Patch sections of damaged wall and ceiling plaster
2.  Repair loose, damaged, and missing sections of 
wood wainscot.  Provide new wainscot at stair infill 
to more accurately replicate original detailing
3.  Prepare and refinish existing flooring.  Consider 
protective measures for original flooring
4.  Test tile flooring for possible asbestos content and 
legally remove

 

  TBD

ELEVATORS
Type

 N/A  ↑↓

List

1. 1.

 
 

 E  Building E 
The exterior is in relatively good  
condition, however heavy wear, damage  
and deterioration are extensive inside due  
to being vacant. 

 K  Building K 
Needs renovation and improvements  
for proposed new welcome center,  
bathrooms, and cafe.  

 S  Building S 
Bell Tower Spire requires renovation to 
remove temporary structural shoring, and 
preserve a deteriorating exterior facade. 

 X  Building X 
The porch roof, along with the porch itself, 
requires significant reconstruction.  
The brick requires repointing and repair.  
The windows as well are in poor condition 

 E E

 K K

 S  S

 X X

Sample of the issues 
addressed in building 
system database:

4. Roofing

10. Fire Suppression

3. Structural

9. Gas

2. Accessibility

8. Domestic Water

5. Masonry

11. Fire Alarm

12. Electrical

6. Windows

1. Building Code

7. Heating and 
Cooling Systems

Building System Database  
This is a sample page from the 
database. Each page addresses all 
the issues that need to be resolved 
for each building. This will serve  
as a guide for the Snug Harbor  
staff to address necessary repairs 
and renovations. 
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B

H

F
R

T
K

L S

M

O

C
D

E

92-Tons 
170ft Piping in Tunnel

73-Tons 
200ft Piping in Tunnel

44-Tons 
140ft Piping in Tunnel

33-Tons

83-Tons 
350ft Piping in Tunnel

Improving Infrastructure
The infrastructural improvement renovations aim  
to resolve remaining deferred maintenance issues, 
improve accessibility, site safety, and activate  
underutilized spaces.

Centralized Systems 
The recommendations of this 
CPSD build on the strengths 
of the existing centralized 
systems such as the Boilers, 
Chillers, Steam and Chilled 
Water Distribution, and 
Electrical Transformers, 
and anticipates upgrades. In 
addition to these systems, 
campus WiFi, security, etc 
are being proposed.  

Individual Building 
Systems 
The CPSD design team 
recommends upgrades to 
individual buildings and 
stand along equipment,  
MEP distribution within 
buildings and system  
controls. The building system 
recommendations have 
been prioritized through 
consideration of code com-
pliance, equipment age and 
reliability, demand on limited 
maintenance resources,  
and energy efficiency and 
sustainability concerns. 

Building Management 
Systems 
The campus wide BMS 
systems is recommended 
to piggy back on the BMS 
system being provided in the 
existing capital upgrades of 
the chillers. Ideally, the BMS 
will have wireless capability 
and expansion capacity.  
As individual buildings are 
upgraded, network-enabled 
controls are recommended  
to be installed and connected 
to the central plant.  

Expanding the Boiler Plant 
Building L has relatively new 
modular boilers and steam 
distribution piping and 
condensate return systems 
to all connected buildings are 
being replaced as part of the 
existing HVAC capital project. 
The CPSD recommends 
expanding the capacity of the 
plant, with an initial connec-
tion to Building O, whereas 
central steam service should 
be expanding to Building E in 
a later phase. 

Expanding the Existing 
Central Chiller Plant 
The new chillers (installed 
as part of the existing capital 
project) will have significant 
capacity. The spare capacity 
should initially be utilized to 
target Building D, Building O 
and Building K. With the  
addition of one chiller module, 
the CPSD team recommends 
additional connections to 
Building E and H.  

Generators 
Strategizing with Snug 
Harbor facility managers, the 
CPSD recommends providing 
multiple smaller generators, 
that minimize the sitework 
required for installation and 
utilize smaller equipment 
that can be easily concealed 
in the landscaping.  

Power Monitor Metering 
It is our recommendation 
to install power monitoring 
meters at each building 
service entrance in Snug 
Harbor, thereby providing 
operational parameters of the 
campus’ electrical systems 
including environmental, 
reliability, maintenance, and 
safety. It also provides an 
accurate evaluation of space 
electrical system capacity.  

Water Meters and Backflow 
Preventers 
The CPSD recommends  
the addition of backflow 
preventers and water meters 
to all buildings that currently 
do not have them.  

Public Drinking Water 
In order to install plumbing 
services to the proposed 
buildings and areas, the CPSD 
recommends installing a  
new 6” sanitary main and 
new gas services from 
Henderson Avenue.  

Fire Hydrants 
It is our recommendation to 
provide new fire hydrants 
in areas with no fire hydrant 
coverage, which include the 
new farm complex as well 
as the existing NY Chinese 
Scholar’s Garden. New 8” 
lines to serve the hydrants 

can be tapped from the  
20” water main along 
Henderson Avenue.  

Stormwater Management 
the CPSD team has identified 
opportunities to intercept and 
retain stormwater on site, 
especially in the upstream 
areas of the south campus. 
This frees up existing pipe 
capacity to manage the run-
off from northern paving, the 
roofs of Front Ten buildings 
and the site sanitary flows. 
Solutions include subgrade 
structures such as retention/
detention basins, as well 
as surface features such as 
swales and pond retention, 
in addition to the pipe repairs 
and replacement. 

(above) Central Chiller Plan

(below) Stormwater Pipes 
This image shows a probe into the 
current pipes at Snug Harbor. 

SSaammppllee  SSeewweerr  PPiippee  
IInnssppeeccttiioonn  RReeppoorrtt  ccoonntt’’dd

• Sample report with photos along pipe run 
from Manhole 3B to Main Line.

SSaammppllee  SSeewweerr  PPiippee  
IInnssppeeccttiioonn  RReeppoorrtt  ccoonntt’’dd

• Sample report with photos along pipe run 
from Manhole 3B to Main Line.
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Managing Stormwater
Persistent stormwater system overloading and site flooding, 
is one of the priority concerns addressed by the recommen-
dations of the CPSD. To address this condition, team civil 
engineers, LiRo Engineers collaborated with Nelson Byrd 
Woltz Landscape Architects to identify opportunities to 
intercept and retain stormwater on site using at and below 
grade interventions and repairs. 

Design hierarchy for miti-
gating stormwater runoff: 

Avoid disturbing existing 
natural stormwater buffers 
and landscape through  
development or operations

Repair and replace damaged 
stormwater piping 

Reduce existing impervious 
surfaces and minimize new 
impervious ground cover

Manage stormwater runoff 
by reducing the peak flow; 
allow for infiltration and 
slowing down the flow rate

Right: Stormwater Drainage  
Areas More than 300% Full 
In the area with the worst  
condition, anticipated flows are 
well over pipe capacity.

 B

 A

Proposed interventions 
include  A  bioswales,  
which collect and filter 
stormwater and also add 
texture and color along  
visitor paths, french drains, 
and a  B  Repurposed 
Stormwater Pond, which is 
now a neglected feature.  

Sustainable Development
CodeGreen Solutions led the sustainability effort for 
the CPSD, while working in close collaboration with 
Snug Harbor and the DDC office of Sustainable Design 
to develop recommendations that meet broader City 
sustainability goals.

Sustainability 
Priorities

Climate Resiliency Assessment  
The west-side area is within 
the current 1% annual chance 
floodplain based on FEMA’s 2015 
Preliminary Flood Insurance Rate 
Maps. The worst-case base flood 
elevation for this area is 12 feet. 

Snug Harbor’s ability 
to grow and develop 
sustainably depends on 
preserving the embodied 
energy and carbon within 
historic structures while 
modernizing infrastructure 
to become energy efficient, 
functional, and cohesive. 

Snug Harbor is uniquely 
positioned to leverage its 
status as a community 
hub for Staten Island and 
a cultural destination for 
New York City to become 
an active sustainability 
icon for both the public 
and internal city agencies 
— potentially as the first 
LEED v4 ND certified 
municipal campus in  
New York City.

4. Resilience

3. Energy Efficiency

2. Location Linkage 
and Transportation

5. Water Usage

6. Waste and 
Materials

1. Site Management  
& Stormwater

7. Air Quality
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Helping Visitors Lighting the Campus
Signage has an important role to play in helping  
Snug Harbor meet its goals and serve its community. 
Graphic and wayfinding consultant Open designed  
interventions that honor Snug Harbor’s history as  
a place, support its evolution as an institution, 
and make people feel welcome.

The lighting component of Snug Harbor’s revitalization, 
designed by Domingo Gonzalez Associates, offers the 
potential to acknowledge the historic significance of 
the campus while reducing its current visual clutter, 
coupled with opportunities for improvements in energy 
efficiency and maintainability.

Build on the History  
By incorporating visual 
elements from Snug Harbor 
and its neighborhood into a 
new visual identity, we can 
inform and inspire old and 
new visitors alike.  

Welcome New Visitors 
Signage can help both  
neighbors and tourists  
notice Snug Harbor, and 
reward curiosity about  
all it has to offer.  

Enable Confident 
Exploration  
Visitors often get lost  
because signage is  
insufficient and confusing. 
You can’t feel empowered 
to explore if you’re worried 
about how to get back to  
your car. 

Recommendations  
include both short- and 
long-term strategies:  

Improve energy efficiency 
and maintainability of 
exterior lighting elements 
while reducing visual clutter 
(standardizing on luminaire 
and pole types appropriate 
for the historic site context) 
for Snug Harbor Cultural 
Center (SHCC), as the  
maintaining entity of the 
exterior and site lighting. 

Restore select historic 
lighting elements to  
reinforce the Campus’s 
heritage and historical  
references. 

Each letter in the logo is sourced 
from a different location on campus, 
but shared size, proportion,  
and weight link them together. 

A crosswalk in an eye-catching 
design will attract visitors,  
help them find the entrance, and 
ensure their safety.

Site fence IDs ensure Snug Harbor’s 
name clear to a passersby. It’s also 
an easy-to-spot destination point for 
those looking for the entrance. 

Directional 
map signs 
guide visitors 
through the 83–
acre campus. 

Building supergraphics  
(fabricated in non-destructive 
materials) on the non-exterior 
landmarked Back Five help  
visitors identify destinations  
from a distance.

top: Lighting plan for the site

middle: Handrail lighting at 
exterior stairs

bottom: Historic-replica  
pole vignette for Shinbone Alley

Painted path 
markers help 
visitors find 
their way and 
make new 
discoveries. 

Use an appropriate color 
of light (color temperature) 
sensitive to the historic site 
context and surrounding 
residential neighborhood. 

Replace exterior luminaries 
that have significant upward 
lighting with more “dark 
sky-friendly” types in gen-
eral accord with New York 
State’s new “Health, Safe 
and Energy Efficient Outdoor 
Lighting Act.” 

Implement appropriate 
site lighting to strategically 
mitigate light pollution and 
light trespass for the neigh-
boring community and park 
users alike. 

Strategically highlight  
key historic site features 
such as facades and monu-
ments to help create a  
“sense of place” and aid in 
nighttime wayfinding.

The colors embrace the distinc-
tive character of Snug Harbor’s 
neighborhood. They are inspired by 
historic house paints.
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A revitalized pedestrian-only 
Chapel Road will be a new  
“center of gravity” for campus 
users to come together.

Improving  
Visitor  
Experience 
 

Chapel Road 
Chapel Road currently functions  
as the first impression for most  
visitors, but is dangerous because 
of vehicular traffic, and has very  
few visitor amenities.

Improving Visitor Experience
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Is the experience  
of a visitor in their 
first five minutes 
at Snug Harbor  
welcoming? What 
will they encounter 
and remember  
after leaving?  

Enhancing the arrival 
experience is a focal point 
of this plan for Snug Harbor. 
The campus needs to reach 
out to new visitors from the 
surrounding neighborhoods 
and broader geographies. 
The recommendations focus 
on designing and installing 
elements that will reflect 
the spirit of the campus and 
its community. In addition 
to controlling and reducing 
vehicular access on campus 
in order to encourage a  
more welcoming and safer 
visitor experience.

Pedestrianized core 
Re-routing cars around the 
perimeter of the site will 
free up the core of campus to 
be safely enjoyed by people. 
Only service and handicap 
access will be available to  
the buildings. 

The Loop 
Many pedestrian entries  
will all lead to the loop,  
a continuous path that takes 
the visitor on a journey 
through all of Snug Harbor, 
encouraging a sense of  
discovery while establishing 
a simple, intuitive circula-
tion system, and site order. 

Chapel Road 
A pedestrianized Chapel 
Road will become the campus 
“town center,” and main 
touch-point for all visitors. 
This is the natural location 
for a visitor center, at the 
border between the historic 
Front Ten and the green 
southern campus. 

Arboretum 
Adopting a holistic approach 
to the landscape collection 
will allow Snug Harbor to 
consolidate horticultural 
resources. Rather than a 
series of disjointed gardens 
and spaces, a site wide 
curation of trees and plants 
presents a more strategic and 
comprehensible framework 
for the campus.

(opposite page)  
Current aerial view of Snug Harbor 
and Richmond Terrace

(this page, top)  
Rendering of Snug Harbor  
and Richmond Terrace with a 
restored front lawn, new dock,  
and revitalized Front Ten.
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Welcoming Everybody
Existing entrances to campus are insufficient. A number 
of improvements—along with additional parking, 
drop-off areas, and enhanced crosswalks—will make 
entrances more welcoming and safe for all.

 A   Create the main  
 entrance that  
 Snug Harbor deserves 
The West Gatehouse is an 
iconic entryway but the least 
safe on campus. Widening the 
vehicular road and gate would 
better accommodate traffic 
volume, while preserving the 
gatehouse for pedestrian use 
in as safer, more welcoming 
entry for visitors. 

 B   North Gatehouse 
The North Gatehous can 
become a welcoming entry 
for visiors using public 
transportation through better 
signage and traffic calming on 
Richmond Terrace.

 C

 A West Entry

West Entry

D CNorth Entry North Gatehouse

 E

East Circle

East Entry

 C   Cherry Allée 
The new pedestrianized west 
gatehouse entry will lead 
visitors through an allée of 
cherry trees to Shinbone Alley 
and the center of campus.

 D   Make the fence  
 an invitation 
While the fence was originally 
built to keep sailors in, today 
it keeps visitors out by looking 
uninviting. We propose using 
historically sensitive non-in-
vasive installations of bold 
inviting graphics, and lighting 
to create a welcome invitation 
to enter. 

 E   East Circle Drop-Off 
A new circular drop-off would connect  
visitors to the car-free Chapel Road. 
Accessible parking spaces are proposed to  
the north to provide ease of access to the 
Music Hall and the Front Five. 

 F   New Henderson Gate Access 
A new gate at Henderson could provide new 
access to the gardens, the farm, and a direct 
link to the main pedestrian loop.

 G   Extend a welcome to pedestrians 
The historic existing brick wall along Tysen 
Street blocks access to Snug Harbor from 
transit stops to the northeast. Opening this 
wall for a new pedestrian gate will transform 
access, safety, and visibility to the Front Five.

 F South Entry

 G New Tysen Entrance
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Reconnecting to the Water

Snug Harbor’s relationship to the bustling maritime 
commerce of the Kill Van Kull is as important to its 
identity as the iconic Greek Revival buildings. Today’s 
visitors, however, have no easy way of accessing the 
waterfront. The proposed design sets out to recover Snug 
Harbor’s historic relationship to the water—and make 
the waterfront accessible, safe, and enjoyable for all.

 C   Restore and  
 adjust the fence 
Pull the landmarked fence 
behind the North Gatehouse. 
This will help solve pressing 
safety issues at the bus stop, 
and make a more inviting 
front face for the campus.

 A   Care for trees 
Pursue a strong vision  
for tree care, removals, and 
ambitious planting and 
collection management. 

 B   Create view corridors 
Invasive and overgrown  
vegetation should be selec-
tively replaced with vigorous  
low growing native plants.

 A

 B  C

 E
D

 F  G

 D   Enhanced crosswalk  
A safer crosswalk will 
lead visitors to accessible 
walkways.

 E   Restore the overlook 
Improved pavement and  
new railings will ensure 
safety and accessibility.  
The addition of an iconic 
sculpture will make Snug 
Harbor a beacon on the  
waterfront once again.

F   Add a promenade  
 walkway  
Plant the store with resilient, 
native, low-maintenance 
vegetation. 

 G   Rebuild the ferry dock 
Direct water travel will invite 
new visitors from the whole 
metro region.  
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Cafe
1695 SF

Kitchen
396 SF

Unisex WC
398 SF

Family WC
358 SF

Gift 
Shop

Kitchen 
Storage Pantry

StaffStaffVisitor
Center

368 SF 487 SF 225 SF

225 SF504 SF
393 SF

Family WC be 
open separately 
after hours

Existing photo of  the 
main entrance to 
Building K taken from 
Chapel Road.

This temporary 
structure is the current 
information booth, 
which remains closed 
at most times due to 
lack of heating and 
adequate cooling for 
the staff person.

Scale: 1’ : 3/64” Scale: 1’ : 3/64”

New building
Existing building

Open to the public
Main entry
Service entry

The most appropriate home for a new Snug Harbor visitor center is building K, historically 
the Matron’s House, home to the women who took care of the campus. This building is unique 
for its freestanding and central location, at the border of the urban north campus and bucolic 
south campus. A new addition will add critical ground floor space, so that new restrooms, 
a visitor center, and cafe can all be accessible and inviting to every visitor. We recommend 
a contrasting modern structure connected with the typical “hyphen” connection. A glass 
facade can face south, toward the beautiful lawn and gardens, thus preserving the historic 
character of Chapel Road to the north and forming the critical transition between the great 
lawn and Chapel Road where people may gather and enjoy.

|    

Design  
Snug Harbor CPSD

|   345

South facade of new addition First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan

Recommended Design: Key Features

Visitor CenterCreating a Central Hub

 C

It is vital to focus energy and resources to establish a 
new place on campus with the gravity of a “town center.” 
Chapel Road has the potential to be a center of activity
at Snug Harbor, as it sits at the nexus between the 
site’s most historic architecture: the gridded “front ten” 
campus core, and the more pastoral landscape to the 
south. However, the space is fragmented with limited 
functional outdoor space, and conflicts between pedes-
trians, cars and trucks. A number of improvements will 
make Chapel Road a rich destination and way-point for 
Snug Harbor visitors.

A pedestrian-only Chapel 
Road will showcase the 
eclectic, vibrant functions 
previously confined by walls. 
 A  A new central events 

plaza will be host to passive 
gathering as well as active 
programming, including  
 B  a café, food trucks, and 

pop-up art festivals.

 C   A visitor center is essential to a good 
Snug Harbor experience. Building K on 
Chapel Road, along with a new glazing  
addition will provide space for visitor  
information, a gift shop, accessible bath-
rooms, and a café with indoor and outdoor 
seating. These resources will provide  
additional income that will be reinvested  
in site maintenance.

 A

 B
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Strengthening 
Connections
Historically, the “Front Ten” buildings 
functioned as one place, with “hyphens” 
providing interior connections between 
each of them to keep retired sailors out  
of the cold. Today, the buildings are  
split among many constituents and  
tenants, and access between them has 
been largely blocked.

Opening these historic hyphen  
connections between them would help 
create a cohesive sense of place, improve 
wayfinding clarity, and increase the 
visitorship to each institution. 

 A   Undercuts beneath 
existing “hyphens” will  
allow for free circulation 
between all of the “Front Ten” 
and the new “Town Center”  
at Chapel Road.

 B   Restored hyphens 
interior bridges between 
buildings—will make it easy 
to get from one building to 
the next. 

 A

 B
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Extending Access to All
Persistent accessibility issues throughout campus 
compromise the quality of the visitor experience. 
Improving ADA access will make visitor experiences 
more equitable—and easier for all.

Create a continuous accessible path 
through the front 10 buildings. Currently ADA 
access to those buildings is limited to back-
door access along Shinbone Alley. Serviced 
by new elevators and ramps, this accessible 
path from the front lawn to Chapel Road will 
increase public space for everyone, and  
promote the importance of the historic front 
and the new “Town Center.”  
 
This  A  creates access to Chapel Road, 
  B  links the Front Five to the Back Five, 
and  C  connects with new and existing 
elevators within each building.

Accessible ramps 
integrated with the land-
scape between buildings,  
will ensure that everybody 
can enjoy Snug Harbor’s 
iconic “Front Five” entering 
through the front doors.

 A

 B
 C

 CChapel 
Road Front 

Lawn



The design evokes a powerful memory of 
architecture which has been destroyed.  When 
empty, the space is a contemplative garden with 
framed views to the Neptune Fountain and the 
water.  The court can be activated with performance 
arts, events  and as a place for display of sculpture.

The steps, terrace and columns of trees align with 
the Music Building portico and define the southern 
edge of the East Lawn, and invite visitors to enjoy 
views to the waterfront.

Images of the Randall Memorial Church, completed in 1989 and demolished in 1952.  The demolition of this 
building (along with several others at Snug Harbor during this time) triggered one of the earliest historic 
preservation efforts in New York. The newly formed New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission 
stepped in and in 1965 the “Front Five” were designated historic landmarks.

The Randall Memorial Court will serve as a space for performing arts, 
sculpture, pop-up events and to support functions at the Music Hall. 

The proposed material palette is simple and relatively inexpensive. 
Bluestone slabs and pavement (reclaimed from the site) are used to trace 
the historic foundation and the central dome of the demolished Church. A 
mineral surface of durable chipseal pavement evokes a garden character. 
Horticulture is used to reconstruct the latent spatial memory of the 
church.  Sweetgum ‘Slender silhouette’ trees stand in the location of the 
church columns and facades. Hedges and garden screens mark walls, 
windows and doors while lawn steps with non-historic corten steel risers, 
mark the historic location of the front steps. 
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Randall Memorial Court
Recommended Design: Key Features

|   Nelson Byrd Woltz Landscape Architects

Honoring Memory  +  Promoting the Arts 
Left: Photo of existing 
condition at west 
facade, from Chapel 
Road.

Left: Photo of existing 
condition at main 
entry, showing floating 
doors without stair 
access.

Above: Photo of 
existing condition of 
bell-tower, in structural 
and aesthetic disrepair.

Left: Photo of existing 
condition at east 
facade, from Chapel 
Road, showing trees to 
be preserved.

During outreach sessions, it became evident that the 
VMH is cherished and missed asset which must be 
renovated and restored to serve again as a flexible 
performance theater. As there is no space on the 
interior to resolve accessibility challenges we propose 
two exterior ramps, one ramp up to the ground floor 
behind grand entry steps off Chapel Rd, and a second 
ramp to the cellar level at the east of the building. 
Interventions would improve the it’s connection to the 
landscape, activating the landscape.
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Aerial Perspective From Northeast View From Chapel Road Existing Conditions

Building S (Veteran’s Memorial Hall)
Recommended Design: Key Features
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Encouraging Discovery Reinvigorating History

A new Randall Memorial 
Court will bring new life to 
the site formerly occupied 
by Randall Memorial Church, 
which was demolished in 
1952. Landscape elements 
aid in recalling the original 
footprint dimensions, the 
apse and front colonnade of 
the building. This outdoor 
court will provide vibrant 
programming opportunities 
for events, sculpture, and 
performance arts.

Today, the eastern edge of campus 
Building E, the Veterans Memorial 
Hall, and the lost Randall Church are 
underutilized, and the spatial coherence 
of the historic architecture and landscape 
has been lost. Restoration for reuse and 
selective landscape architecture projects 
will make these spaces a vibrant part of 
campus once again.  

Veterans Memorial Hall was once a  
cherished asset, and must be renovated  
and restored to serve again as a flexible 
performance space. Two exterior ramps and 
new steps would improve accessibility and 
create a connection to the landscape, while 
renovations to the interiors would bring back 
its previous use as a black box theater. 

The Loop Walkway System 
is a vital wayfinding 
intervention within the 
currently fragmented 
campus. A Primary Loop, 
circumnavigates the site 
and touches all of the 
major program areas,  
parking and entry points.

The Primary Loop, nearly one  
mile in length, is a strategic inter-
vention for linking the campus, 
promoting spatial order, and  
inviting visitors to stroll or job. 

The Loop Walkways, made up of 
hexagonal asphalt pavers of various  
contrasting colors are low main-
tenance, cost effective, and park 
appropriate Pavers at each part of 
the site will transition into it’s own 
unique patterns and subtly  
varied color palette. 



Brooklyn Naval Cemetery offers an example of how a simple meadow can serve as a bio-diverse oasis and a 
resource for urbanites to enjoy in many ways.  

Oysters and other species specific habitat 
interventions are opportunities for partnership 
building .  

Outdoor programming is enhanced in natural 
settings.  

Teaching for all ages.  Bee-keeping is already done on site and could be 
ampliphied with proper management of native 
meadows.

Research in urban ecology specific to New York and 
Staten Island is another oportunity for Snug Harbor.  
A ‘Bio-Blitz’ like those completed in partnership  
with SUNY-ESF, could help guide the most inteligent 
ecological management strategies, and then 
monitor the performance of the land into the future.   

The western portion of Snug 
Harbor’s campus is dominated 
by Harbor Brook.  This area is a 
unique opportunity to enrich 
the experience of Snug Harbor 
visitors as a place for passive 
enjoyment of nature, education 
in ecology, and even a place for 
the arts – to host painting classes 
or display sculpture and rotating 
installations.

Currently the site is overrun 
with invasize species including 
large patches of Norway Maple 
and Phragmites throughout the 
wetland.

The proposed site restoration 
would focus on establishing 
woody, riparian plant 
communities, which offer high 
value ecological services, require 
low maintenance, and have 
high resistance to the incursion 
of invasive species.  Discrete 
areas with clearly defined 
boundaries would be created as 
somewhat higher maintenance 
management zones.  The wet 
meadow planting offers a diverse 
display of native grasses and 
seasonally dynamic perennial 
blooms; and even smaller 
patches of emergent wetland and 

cattail plantings will add beauty, 
learning opportunities, and make 
significant contributions to habitat 
and species diversity.  Completion 
of the boardwalk loop and nature 
trails makes these powerful 
natural resources accessible and 
more capable of supporting the 
desired programming.

The site can simultaneously 
serve as an integral part of the 
Campus Arboretum concept.  The 
east slope, including the Healing 
Garden, and the accessible 
walkway to the new Chinese 
Scholars Garden Entry Terrace 
will have scattered hardwoods 
with limited understory to allow 
for views to Harbor Brook; and the 
southern ravine would become 
a conifer collection.  In riparian 
woodland zones, specimen trees 
along with more ubiquitous native 
species may be woven together 
and contribute to comparative 
analysis of species and origins. 
Strategic locations along Kissel 
Avenue, to the west, would have 
managed understory vegetation 
to allow views across the site  -  
improving safety and accessibility.
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Harbor Brook
Recommended Design: Key Features

|   Nelson Byrd Woltz Landscape Architects

Nurturing a Vital Natural Resource

The western portion of Snug Harbor’s campus is  
dominated by the Harbor Brook Wetlands. Although 
currently overrun with invasive species, with a proper 
ecological restoration this area presents a unique  
opportunity to enrich the experience of Snug Harbor 
visitors as a place for passive enjoyment of nature,  
education in ecology, and even a place for the arts.

Located to the west of  
 A  Cottage Row and the  B  

Chinese Scholars’ Garden, 
Harbor Brook greets visitors 
entering from Kissel Avenue. 
The proposed restoration 
will include a  C  new Kissel 
Gate entry and wetlands

platform for nondestructive  
viewing, carefully managed 
 D  herbaceous wetland 

planting and a  E  wet 
meadow.

 C

 D

 E

 B

 A
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Improving  
Ecological Health

Snug Harbor’s long pastoral lawn can be 
re-imagined to become the green heart of 
campus, uniting the historic core in the 
north with the Farm-Ecology Center in 
the south and the Woodlands to the west.

The lawn will link the new  A  event stage 
and  B  visitor center to the  C  farm and 
ecology center in the south. It will be 
home to a  D  picnic house and scattered 
canopy trees to shade casual gatherings. 
School groups can enjoy the  E  woodland 
playground, and those looking for natural 
adventure can explore the  F  play grove.

Creating a Green Heart
 B

 C

 F

 E

 D
 A

Land appearing 
over the horizon on 
open sea. The stage 
is designed to have 
a similar, short and 
narrow proportion 
sitting at one  end of 
the large lawn, “The 
Glade.” See facing page 
for corresponding 
rendering. 

Existing photo of the 
current stage pavilion 
proposed to be removed 

Scale: 1’ : 3/64”

Stage
1478 SF

Staging
Area

Staging
Area

550 SF

550 SF

Snug Harbor’s outdoor stage is currently a temporary 
structure at the top of the south meadow. We propose 
a new, permanent, stage structure at the bottom of the 
slope, nearer to the “town center”. This location makes 
the lawn a natural sloped amphitheater for concerts 
and events. The design boasts a non-obstructive low 
canopy, and gentle curves evoking the horizon, a sight 
so familiar to the sailors who once lived here. 
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Stage Pavilion Plan Hanging Out Under The Pavilion Canopy

Stage Pavilion
Recommended Design: Key Features

A

A new stage pavilion at the bottom of the south  
meadow transforms the lawn into a natural sloped 
amphitheater for concerts, events or just a hang-out 
spot for visitors. The design boasts a gentle curved 
non-obstructive low canopy evoking a sailor’s horizon. 
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The new Heritage Farm 
Circle will boast the  A  NYC 
Compost Project demo 
site, an extensive  B  green-
house, and a multi-purpose 

 C  farm and ecology center.

Embracing  
Agricultural Heritage
Heritage Farm, established in 2012, has emerged as an 
important partner in Snug Harbor’s mission. Proposed 
changes will amplify the visibility and scale of progres-
sive farm practices on campus. Responsible agriculture, 
with its deep history on campus, its impact on the  
environment, and its programmatic synergies can take  
a larger role at Snug Harbor.

Snug Harbor has the opportunity  
to create one of the best playgrounds  
in New York City. 

The Play Groves are nestled into their 
woodland settings and intended for users 
of all ages. The north play grove is enclosed 
and includes a rubberized play surface for 
younger kids and school groups with features 
and equipment becoming larger and more 
challenging towards the south, and a large 
woodland dog run along Henderson Ave that 
is much desired by Snug Harbor’s neighbors. 
Naturalized and freeform play structures are 
proposed. A  Inverted trees become  
structures that support climbing ropes, nets, 
and swings.  B  Stumps, natural edged logs,  
and slides make additional elements of  
interest to explore.  C  A canopy walk  
offers a perspective of the forest.  B

 A

 C

Providing  
Play Areas

The Glade

Boulder Field

‘The Summit’ Boulder Field

Inverted Trees with Swings

Inverted Trees with  
Ropes + Nets

Log + Stump Field

Connie Gretz  
Secret Garden

Primary Loop Walk

Dog Run

Nature Trails

Woodland  
Swale + Weirs

Woodland Slides

Log Field

Canopy Walk

Inverted Trees  
with Ropes + Nets

Slides

 A  B

 C
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Expanding 
Earned Income

School

Allée 

Compost

Farm education
Event venue

Farmer’s  
market

Balloon

Outdoor sports

Playground

Children’s Museum

Music Hall

Memorial Hall

Great Hall

Artist Academy 
and Lodging

Newhouse Center

Visitor Center

Cafe

Governor’s House

The Pond

Immersive art

ConcertsChinese Scholar’s  
Garden

Culture

Garden

Farm

Activation of historic assets improves access 
and generates public benefits, enhances 
cultural and economic impact, leads to  
financial sustainability, and addresses 
service reliability and community priority. 
Together, they bring the indispensable 
human and financial resources to build  
a strong foundation that supports the  
long-term preservation, management,  
and optimization of the historic City assets  
at Snug Harbor.

The Snug Harbor campus is organized 
into three general areas of use, each with 
a pronounced, unique characteristic—
from North to South: Culture, Garden, 
and Farm. These shape the design and 
economics of the areas.

Expanding Earned Income
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Utilizing the GardensCelebrating the Culture
The existing gardens and outdoor spaces can host recre-
ational activities, passive and contemplative uses, and 
events. However, they need some infrastructure upgrades, 
and additional scalar and spatial variety to better provide 
for a diverse range of festivals, concerts, and events.

The front ten buildings can foster a stronger campus 
identity for the artist community and visitors with art 
institutions, social events and programming centered 
around the Central Plaza.

 A   Artist Academy  
 and Lodging  
Recommended location: 
Building E

 B   Artist Incubator  
Recommended location: 
Building E, the cottages, and 
the Governors House

 C   Dance Night and Other  
 Social Programming  
Recommended location: 
Smokestake Plaza, Museum 
Plazas, Randall Manor Court

 D   Cafe 
Recommended location: 
Building K Extension

 E   Visitor Center /  
 Gift Shop 
Recommended location: 
Building K

 A   Immersive Art  
 Experience and  
 Interactive   
 Installations 
Ticketed, long-term  
or permanent

 B   Outdoor Concerts,  
 Festivals,  
 and Performances

 C   Model Sail Boats 
Recommended location:  
The pond

 D   The Greatest   
 Playground in NYC 
Recommended location:  
Next to The Glade

 E   Balloon Experience

 A

 B

 E

 C

 D

 D

 B

 E

 A

 C

The above offers but a small 
sampling of the existing and 
potential garden uses. The 
CPSD goal is to provide addi-
tional flexibility in the type 
of space, infrastructure, and 
access to ensure the highest 
performance for the most 
potential uses. 
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With the help of KK&P, the Children’s Discovery Museum of San Jose re-imagined 
their café to be a mission-driven operation, advancing the goals of children’s 
health and education, and with direct links to the museum’s programming, 
including an outdoor garden and a farmers’ market exhibit.

Heyday in San Francisco offers a rotating menu of fresh and simple lunch fare 
that features locally sourced ingredients. The restaurant’s counter service model 
centers on prominently featured prepared salads and sides.

For the Café at the Visitor Center, we envision a food 
service concept that offers fresh, healthy, distinctive, 
and accessible meal and snack options that express 
the program and brand identity of Snug Harbor 
and are available throughout the day. Suggested 
characteristics include:

• A range of meals and snacks at accessible price 
points

• “Walkable” snack options so that visitors may grab a 
snack to enjoy while they explore the grounds

• Creative to-go accoutrements (e.g. picnic blankets, 
pre-made picnic baskets) so that visitors may take 
their meals to enjoy on the grounds

• Menu design that expresses the identity of Snug 
Harbor, both through explicit sourcing from 
Heritage Farm and menu item titles and concepts 
that relate specifi cally to Snug Harbor’s history and 
offerings

• Clean, open and bright counter service (i.e. orders 
placed at the counter), with some visually appealing 
food options (e.g. pre-made salads and sides) visible 
to customers as they order

• A light, open, and contemporary feel, with both 
indoor and outdoor seating available

Site
Café Extension at Building K. 

Rationale
The Café at the Visitor Center will be an expansion 
and improvement of the role currently served by 
Harbor Eats. Harbor Eats is signifi cantly constrained 
by its outdoor-only seating, particularly during peak 

summer temperatures. Ample indoor (temperature 
controlled) seating will allow the café operator 
to continue to capture customers without being 
signifi cantly impacted by high temperatures or rain.
The Café will improve Snug Harbor’s overall appeal as 
a destination by serving as both amenity and campus 
focal point or hub. With this in mind, its success will 
be driven not only by the quality of its concept and 
execution, but also by increased visitorship to Snug 
Harbor’s other offerings and programs. Both Snug 
Harbor and the Café operator should plan for its fi rst 
few years to see visitor numbers that fall short of 
longer-range targets – but growing year over year. In 
other words, the Café concept described here is sized 
not to meet the needs of Snug Harbor today, but those 
of the future, when we expect to see greater numbers 
of visitors to the campus. Thus, a revenue share model 
that shares that risk and reward between Snug Harbor 
and the Café operator may be more appealing to a 
potential operator than a fl at rent model.

Implementation
To identify potential operators, Snug Harbor can issue 
a Request For Proposals (RFP) that specifi es food 
standards and other desired characteristics such 
as those outlined in the concept description above. 
Business plans, P&Ls, past business performance, 
tastings, and interviews can all be included in the 
operator selection process. After an operator is 
selected, Snug Harbor and the operator will negotiate 
a contract. KK&P has extensive experience managing 
operator RFP and selection processes.

We recommend that Harbor Eats be extended the 
opportunity to submit a proposal, but that the RFP be 
open for any potential operator to submit.
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|   Karen Karp and Partners

Food & Agriculture

Concepts: Cafe at the Visitor Center

DRAFT

With the help of KK&P, the Children’s Discovery Museum of San Jose re-imagined 
their café to be a mission-driven operation, advancing the goals of children’s 
health and education, and with direct links to the museum’s programming, 
including an outdoor garden and a farmers’ market exhibit.

Heyday in San Francisco offers a rotating menu of fresh and simple lunch fare 
that features locally sourced ingredients. The restaurant’s counter service model 
centers on prominently featured prepared salads and sides.

For the Café at the Visitor Center, we envision a food 
service concept that offers fresh, healthy, distinctive, 
and accessible meal and snack options that express 
the program and brand identity of Snug Harbor 
and are available throughout the day. Suggested 
characteristics include:

• A range of meals and snacks at accessible price 
points

• “Walkable” snack options so that visitors may grab a 
snack to enjoy while they explore the grounds

• Creative to-go accoutrements (e.g. picnic blankets, 
pre-made picnic baskets) so that visitors may take 
their meals to enjoy on the grounds

• Menu design that expresses the identity of Snug 
Harbor, both through explicit sourcing from 
Heritage Farm and menu item titles and concepts 
that relate specifi cally to Snug Harbor’s history and 
offerings

• Clean, open and bright counter service (i.e. orders 
placed at the counter), with some visually appealing 
food options (e.g. pre-made salads and sides) visible 
to customers as they order

• A light, open, and contemporary feel, with both 
indoor and outdoor seating available

Site
Café Extension at Building K. 

Rationale
The Café at the Visitor Center will be an expansion 
and improvement of the role currently served by 
Harbor Eats. Harbor Eats is signifi cantly constrained 
by its outdoor-only seating, particularly during peak 

summer temperatures. Ample indoor (temperature 
controlled) seating will allow the café operator 
to continue to capture customers without being 
signifi cantly impacted by high temperatures or rain.
The Café will improve Snug Harbor’s overall appeal as 
a destination by serving as both amenity and campus 
focal point or hub. With this in mind, its success will 
be driven not only by the quality of its concept and 
execution, but also by increased visitorship to Snug 
Harbor’s other offerings and programs. Both Snug 
Harbor and the Café operator should plan for its fi rst 
few years to see visitor numbers that fall short of 
longer-range targets – but growing year over year. In 
other words, the Café concept described here is sized 
not to meet the needs of Snug Harbor today, but those 
of the future, when we expect to see greater numbers 
of visitors to the campus. Thus, a revenue share model 
that shares that risk and reward between Snug Harbor 
and the Café operator may be more appealing to a 
potential operator than a fl at rent model.

Implementation
To identify potential operators, Snug Harbor can issue 
a Request For Proposals (RFP) that specifi es food 
standards and other desired characteristics such 
as those outlined in the concept description above. 
Business plans, P&Ls, past business performance, 
tastings, and interviews can all be included in the 
operator selection process. After an operator is 
selected, Snug Harbor and the operator will negotiate 
a contract. KK&P has extensive experience managing 
operator RFP and selection processes.

We recommend that Harbor Eats be extended the 
opportunity to submit a proposal, but that the RFP be 
open for any potential operator to submit.
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|   Karen Karp and Partners

Food & Agriculture

Concepts: Cafe at the Visitor Center

DRAFT

Brooklyn Grange in the Brooklyn Navy Yard has a thriving events rental business 
that leverages their unique rooftop farm site.

Green Door Gourmet, located on a 350-acre farm in Nashville, TN, hosts weddings, 
educational programs, and corporate events in their multipurpose Grand Barn 
space.

The Heritage Farm Education Pavilion will be a multi-
purpose site with two primary objectives:

• Generate revenue for Snug Harbor through event 
rentals

• Advance Snug Harbor’s educational mission by 
serving as a hub for culinary and farm-related 
educational programming. 

The facility will embrace and leverage its farm 
setting with views onto the farm, and will position 
its event venue to highlight and feature its context. 
Preferred caterers for events should be encouraged 
or required to commit some level of sourcing from 
the Heritage Farm. When not in use for events, the 
kitchen facility can be used for culinary education 
programming. An innovative workforce development 
model could directly link education programming 
to the facility’s events business, e.g. by incentivizing 
preferred caterers to hire out of Snug Harbor’s culinary 
education programming. 

Unlike with the Celebrate at Snug Harbor venue, 
which is operated and managed by Relish Caterers, 
we imagine that Snug Harbor will directly manage 
the events rentals for the Heritage Farm Education 
Pavilion. This will require Snug Harbor staff time, but 
will also allow Snug Harbor greater control of the site 
and a larger share of earned revenue.

Site
New Farm Education Pavilion

Rationale
The Heritage Farm Education Pavilion will offer a 
distinctive and memorable setting for weddings and 
other private events. The success of Brooklyn Grange’s 
rooftop farm venue (in the Brooklyn Navy Yard) 
demonstrates the appeal and viability of NYC urban 
farm-based venue rentals. 

The multi-purpose facility will also serve as a much-
needed hub and fl agship location to advance Snug 
Harbor’s educational mission through farm and food-
related programming. The facility’s catering kitchen 
can be designed to double as a teaching kitchen for 
Snug Harbor’s food-related classes. Snug Harbor can 
develop and execute its own educational offerings, 
while also partnering with other educational 
enterprises to broaden its programming scope.

Implementation
As it begins to launch its events rental operation, Snug 
Harbor should identify and partner with preferred 
catering vendors that express the Pavilion’s mission 
and brand identity – by featuring locally sourced 
ingredients, including those grown on-site at the 
Heritage Farm. These preferred vendors can be 
identifi ed through an open RFP process. 

At the same time, Snug Harbor can develop an 
education programming plan to outline the type, 
frequency, and mix of programs that will utilize the 
facility, and approaches for enabling a “peaceful 
coexistence” of the event rental and education 
program uses.
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|   Karen Karp and Partners

Food & Agriculture

Concept: Farm Education Pavilion

DRAFT
 A  The Children’s Discovery Museum  

 of San Jose re-imagined their café to  
be a mission-driven operation, advancing  
the goals of children’s health and education, 
with direct links to the museum’s  
programming. This includes an outdoor  
garden and a farmers’ market exhibit.

 B  Heyday in San Francisco offers a 
rotating menu of fresh and simple lunch fare 
that features locally sourced ingredients. 

 C  Brooklyn Grange in the Brooklyn Navy 
Yard has a thriving events rental business 
that leverages their unique rooftop farm site.

Promoting On-Site Dining
Snug Harbor should have a more robust, impactful and 
programmatic presence for food on campus—programming 
consultants Karen Karp & Partners recommend food  
related programs that serve as both destination and  
amenity. This presence responds to two central  
opportunities as identified at Snug Harbor: the Heritage 
Farm and food systems education, and expanded and 
improved food and beverage service.

Expanding the Farm
The Farm Pavilion can host educational programs or 
function as an event venue, generating income and adding 
to the experience of residents and visitors. Food grown at 
Heritage Farm can be sold on site or as part of a CSA.

 A  Special event venue 
Recommended location:  
New Farm Education 
Pavilion

 B  Farmers market 
Recommended location:  
New Farm Education 
Pavilion

 C  Ticketed Farm   
 Tourism and Family  
 Events 
Recommended location: 
Heritage Farm

 D  Farm Classes and  
 Other Educational  
 Programming 
Recommended location:  
Heritage Farm and New 
Farm Education Pavilion

 E  Farming Programs  
 For Local Population 
Recommended location: 
Heritage Farm and New 
Farm Education Pavilion

 A

 A

 B

 C

 C

 D

 B

 E
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Access Control Flexibility
We believe that the institutions benefit from the long 
term preservation of the property. The recommended 
design isn’t dependent on a ticketing strategy, but it 
does give flexibility to Snug Harbor’s campus. Building K 
serves as the ticket office for indoor galleries, events, and 
outdoor ticketed gardens. The Front Ten Buildings can 
be activated by a one ticket option that enables access 
through the hyphens. Landscape and architectural 
features are used to create zones that can be closed off. 
The vehicular loop can be two-way, one-way, or closed in 
sections to define areas for events.

 C  Operations 
the Front Ten Buildings with multiple  
institutions can opt to subscribe to a one  
ticket option and open the hyphens to  
visitors, encouraging walking between  
institutions and restoring the historic  
use of hyphens as connectors.

 D  Controlled zones  
Plantings and fencing can be use to  
contain crowds for large events, without 
feeling unwelcoming. 

 A

 B  C

 D

 A  Tickets  
to all Snug Harbor attractions 
will be sold at the visitor cen-
ter (building K), including the 
gardens and gallery spaces. 

 B  Flexible Circulation 
can be altered to direct  
vehicular traffic in and 
around Snug Harbor,  
specially during large events 
like a concert or festival. 

“All Access Pass”  
In this scenario, tickets to 
all attractions will be sold 
at the visitor center, with 
main attractions grouped 
into different options (say, 
Circuits A, B, and C), based 
on experience, curation, 
and popularity. There 
would be bundle pricing at 
different tiers. Some other 
attractions would be not 
included in the bundle 
and are sold separately. 
Members should enjoy a 
discounted price. Visitors 
will go to the visitor center 
to purchase ONE (1) ticket 
and scan it upon entry 
at different locations. 
Entering the grounds  
is free.

Items and prices are illustrative only

Simplification  
Creating a single ticket will 
simplify the visitor expe-
rience, which is important 
on a site that hosts multiple 
institutions/attractions.

Exposure 
Including more a ticket 
exposes visitors to more of 
the exhibitions on view, and 
the chance of repeat visitors 
increases.

Operational efficiencies 
There can be reduction of ex-
pense if a single point collects 
and processes payments. 

Benefits of an All Access Pass:
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Goals 
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Escalation 
To midpoint of construction

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

All recommendations are then 
assigned into 4 phases; the  rst 
three phases are 3 years each, 
where as phase 4 is 6 years.  

Escalation is calculated to the 
midpoint of construction for each.  

Example of grading system on the basis of goals and objectives. 
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Phasing
Path Forward: Construction and Phasing

Each capital project is graded 
on the goals and objectives 
established by the design team and 
the city agencies. 

Those include: 

1. Improve Visitor Experience 

2. Enhance Infrastructure 

3. Asset Preservation 

4. Increased Safety 

5. Improved Accessibility 

6. Investment Return

Phasing is determined depending 
on how the projects fare on 
these objectives, in addition to 
prioritizing asset preservation and 
enhanced visitor experience. 

How to  
Get Started

Smart Phasing
We believe in a bright future for Snug Harbor and are 
committed to finding its spirit of place through human 
centered design. We know that even the best intentions 
cannot be achieved without a carefully considered plan 
of attack, that is logical and builds momentum as it goes. 

How to Get Started

Phasing Plan 
All proposed projects are ranked on their ability at 
meeting the previously decided goals and objectives, 
and phased accordingly. 

In the following pages we have put values 
behind our recommendations and offer a way 
forward. Our recommendations have been 
strategically packaged in a comprehensive 
list of capital improvement projects, strategi-
cally broken down for efficiency and logistics, 
estimated for construction costs, and a 
carefully orchestrated implementation plan 
phased by priority. 
 
This capital project list includes projects that 
span all disciplines; infrastructural, building 
stabilization, accessibility, campus activa-
tion, visitor experience, safety and security.
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Phase  1 includes 
recommendations that build 
on the existing capital projects. 
Additionally, this group also 
stabilizes deteriorating assets like 
building S, manages stormwater 
along Chapel Road and the pond, 
create a care free core campus, 
and provide visitor amenities like 
a visitor center and cafe. It also 
recommends stabilizing areaways 
around building C and F. 

Phase 1A

Existing Capital Projects

Constituent Buildings

Phase 1B
1A.1 North West Access

1A.2 Gate W - West 

1A.3 Stormwater Pond and Chapel 
Road paving (dry wells)

1A.4 East Access Drop off 
(roundabout)

1A.5 Gate U - East 

1A.6 Site Wide Tel/Data

1A.7 Site Wide BMS Upgrades

1A.8 Site Signage - Phase 1

1A.9 K* without addition 

1A.10 Areaways stabilization - C

1A.11 Areaways stabilization – F

0.1 PV 490-INF HVAC Upgrades

0.2 PV 490-ELEC Electrical 
Upgrades

0.3 PV 490-C Building C Roof

0.4 PV 490-Q3 Music Hall Annex

0.5 ADA Bathrooms in Building K

0.6 C-G Hyphen Repairs (DASNY)

0.7 Kissel Gate Entrance and 
Boardwalk

B SIM Building

M,O SICM Buildings

D Noble Maritime Collection

1B.1 South Vehicular Loop 

1B.2 New Henderson Gate Access

1B.3 Cottage Row Repaving

1B.4 Smokestack Terrace @ Chapel 
Road 

1B.5 Richmond Terrace Traffic 
Calming

1B.6 Gate V - North 

1B.7 Tysen Street Pedestrian Entry 

1B.8 K Addition

1B.9 S (VMH)

1B.10 S – Site (Sunken Plaza)

D

M

O

B
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Phase 1
Path Forward: Construction and Phasing

0.1

0.3
1A.1

1A.2

1A.3

1A.4

1A.5

1A.9

1B.8
1B.9

1B.10

1B.1

1B.2

1B.3

1B.4

1B.5

1B.6

1B.7

1A.8

1A.10

1A.11

0.4
0.4

0.6

0.2

0.7

Phase 3

This phase focuses on expanding 
the Heritage Farm and the 
operational aspect of Snug Harbor, 
including a secondary barn to 
accommodate the current and 
growing needs for horticulture and 
agriculture. The buildings in the 
Front Five, the new stage pavilion,  
and renovation of the Music hall, 

3.1 West Gate Parking

3.2 C

3.3 E

3.4 G

3.5 Hyphen BC, CD, GC

3.6 N + Site

3.7 P + Site

3.8 T 

3.9 X + landscape (Rose Garden)

3.10 New Greenhouse (Horticulture)

3.11 Barn 

3.12 New Barn (Farm) + New 
Workyard

3.13 Heritage Farm 

3.14 Areaways - E, G, H, T

3.15 Stage Pavilion

3.16 Boardwalk - Complete Loop

3.17 Healing Garden Renovation

Building P and N are some other 
key projects in this phase. Building 
C recommendations include new 
cooling systems, an elevator and 
second set of stairs to activate 
the second floor, and a vestibule 
addition on the south side to 
accommodate accessibility issues 
along CG hyphen. 
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Phase 3
Path Forward: Construction and Phasing

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10

3.11

3.12

3.13

3.14

3.15

3.17

3.16

This phase has several of the 
architectural recommendations 
for individual buildings 
(specifically Building G), in 
addition to creating the ancillary 
spaces around Chapel Road, 
which can provide rent-able 

Phase 2
2.1 Pedestrian Loop

2.2 Renovate Dock (include Dock)

2.3 Shinbone Alley Plaza

2.4 Hyphen FG, GH

2.5 Randall Memorial Plaza + 
Music Hall Plaza 

2.6 Neptune Fountain 

2.7 Chinese Scholars Garden Entry 
+ Parking Lot

2.8 Cottages A, B, C, D, E

2.9 Arts Plaza - Building H Lot

2.10 The Glade - Events Lawn

2.11 Playgroves 

2.12 East Parking Lot

2.13 Front Lawn Restoration

2.14 F

2.15 G ext (Carpenter shop), Elevator 
Addition, Plaza, Areaways

2.16 New Greenhouse (Farm)

2.17 New Hornbeam Alley

outdoor spaces. The east parking 
is recommended to be expanded 
in this phase, along with the 
landscape strategies to activate 
the front lawn and renovate the 
dock.
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Phase 2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

2.10

2.11

2.12

2.13

2.142.15

2.16

2.17

Path Forward: Construction and Phasing

Phase 4

This phase focuses on expanding 
the building H elevator installation, 
Building R renovation and 
invasive plant removal, meadow 
creation,  and discrete wetland 
planting for the expansion of the 
riparian woodland zone. The dog 
run and restored trail paths are 
also included in this phase. All 

4.1 H

4.2 R

4.3 L

4.4 Q (Glasshouse) Removal

4.5 Children’s Museum Landscape

4.6 Trail Paths and Dog Run at 
Woodland Area

4.7 Riparian Woodland Zone

4.8 Emergency Generators

4.9 Tuscan Garden and Lemon 
House, Welcome Pavilion 

emergency generators are phased 
for phase 4, but can also be installed 
as part of the building capital 
projects. 
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Phase 4
Path Forward: Construction and Phasing

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.9

Phase 1 
The first phase kicks off the 
plan by prioritizing safety, 
accessibility, and stabilizing 
assets like Building S. It 
creates a town center by 
designating vehicular circu-
lation to the perimeter of the 
site. The pedestrian-friendly 
center will include a new 
visitor center, and a café in 
Building K. This phase builds 
on existing capital projects, 
and focusses on stormwater 
management on Chapel  
Road, utilizing and expanding  
the pond, and repairing or 
replacing damaged storm- 
water pipes.

Phase 3 
This phase focuses on  
expanding the heritage 
and the operations of Snug 
Harbor. This includes a 
secondary barn to accom-
modate current and growing 
needs for horticulture and 
agriculture. Creating a  
new stage pavilion, and 
renovating the Music Hall, 
Building E, N, P, and X and 
upgrading Building C and G 
infrastructure to accommo-
date accessibility.

Phase 2 
This phase focuses on  
creating cohesion within the 
campus and encouraging  
discovery. Projects include: 
the new pedestrian loop 
around campus, activating 
and opening up the North, 
South, East and West 
Hyphens, the Shinbone 
Courtyard, the Randall 
Memorial Court, the Play-
groves, The Glade (events 
lawn) and establishing access 
to the dock and waterfront. 

Phase 4 
This phase focuses on 
managing and expanding 
the woodlands and wetlands 
—invasive plant removal, 
meadow creation, and  
discrete wetland planting for 
the expansion of the riparian 
woodland zone, creating 
the dog run, restoring the 
trail paths. Also included 
is Building R renovation, 
Building H elevator  
upgrade, and Building L.  
All emergency generators 
are phased for phase 4, but 
can be installed as part of the 
building capital projects.
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Phase 1

Phase  1 includes 
recommendations that build 
on the existing capital projects. 
Additionally, this group also 
stabilizes deteriorating assets like 
building S, manages stormwater 
along Chapel Road and the pond, 
create a care free core campus, 
and provide visitor amenities like 
a visitor center and cafe. It also 
recommends stabilizing areaways 
around building C and F. 

Phase 1A

Existing Capital Projects

Constituent Buildings

Phase 1B
1A.1 North West Access

1A.2 Gate W - West 

1A.3 Stormwater Pond and Chapel 
Road paving (dry wells)

1A.4 East Access Drop off 
(roundabout)

1A.5 Gate U - East 

1A.6 Site Wide Tel/Data

1A.7 Site Wide BMS Upgrades

1A.8 Site Signage - Phase 1

1A.9 K* without addition 

1A.10 Areaways stabilization - C

1A.11 Areaways stabilization – F

0.1 PV 490-INF HVAC Upgrades

0.2 PV 490-ELEC Electrical 
Upgrades

0.3 PV 490-C Building C Roof

0.4 PV 490-Q3 Music Hall Annex

0.5 ADA Bathrooms in Building K

0.6 C-G Hyphen Repairs (DASNY)

0.7 Kissel Gate Entrance and 
Boardwalk

B SIM Building

M,O SICM Buildings

D Noble Maritime Collection

1B.1 South Vehicular Loop 

1B.2 New Henderson Gate Access

1B.3 Cottage Row Repaving

1B.4 Smokestack Terrace @ Chapel 
Road 

1B.5 Richmond Terrace Traffic 
Calming

1B.6 Gate V - North 

1B.7 Tysen Street Pedestrian Entry 

1B.8 K Addition

1B.9 S (VMH)

1B.10 S – Site (Sunken Plaza)

D

M

O

B
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Phase 1
Path Forward: Construction and Phasing

0.1

0.3
1A.1

1A.2

1A.3

1A.4

1A.5

1A.9

1B.8
1B.9

1B.10

1B.1

1B.2

1B.3

1B.4

1B.5

1B.6

1B.7

1A.8

1A.10

1A.11

0.4
0.4

0.6

0.2

0.7

The CPSD’s recommendations for Phase 1 will make the 
campus more accessible and active. Investing in Phase 
1 would amplify existing public support and encourage 
further public, foundational, and private funding while 
contributing to the economic and cultural vibrancy of 
the North Shore. This funding would help Snug Harbor 
to stop being reactive and become proactive—and  
has the potential to catalyze an unmistakable  
transformation of Snug Harbor.

Phase 1A 
 

1A.1 North West Access
1A.2 Gate W—West
1A.3 Stormwater Pond 

and Chapel Road 
paving (dry wells)

1A.4 East Access Drop 
off (roundabout)

1A.5 Gate U—East
1A.6 Site Wide Tel/Data
1A.7 Site Wide BMS 

Upgrades
1A.8 Site Signage—

Phase 1
1A.9 K* without 

addition
1A.10 Areaways  

stabilization—C
1A.11 Areaways  

stabilization—F

Phase 1B 
 

1B.1 South Vehicular 
Loop

1B.2 New Henderson 
Gate Access

1B.3 Cottage Row 
Repaving

1B.4 Smokestack 
Terrace @ Chapel 
Road

1B.5 Richmond Terrace 
Traffic Calming

1B.6 Gate V—North
1B.7 Tysen Pedestrian 

Entry
1B.8 K Addition
1B.9 S (VMH)
1B.10 S – Site  

(Sunken Plaza)

Existing Capital Projects 
 

0.1 PV 490-INF HVAC 
Upgrades

0.2 PV 490-ELEC 
Electrical Upgrades

0.3 PV 490-C Building 
C Roof

0.4 PV 490-Q3 Music 
Hall Annex

0.5 PV 490-Q3 Music 
Hall Annex

0.6 C-G Hyphen 
Repairs (DASNY)

0.7 Kissel Gate 
Entrance and 
Boardwalk

Constituent Buildings 
 

B SIM Building 
M, O SICM Building 
D Nobel Maritime 

Collection
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 1   North West Access

 2    Gate W—West

 3   Stormwater Pond  
 and Chapel Road  
 paving (dry wells)

 4   East Access Drop off  
 (roundabout)

 5   Gate U—East

 6   Site Wide Tel/Data

 7   Site Wide BMS   
 Upgrades

 1   South Vehicular Loop

 2    New Henderson  
 Gate Access

 3   Cottage Row   
 Repaving

 4   Smokestack Terrace  
 @ Chapel Road

 5   Richmond Terrace  
 Traffic Calming

 6   Gate V—North

 7  Tysen  
 Pedestrian Entry

 8   K Addition

 9   S (VMH)

10   S – Site (Sunken Plaza)

Phase 1A Projects Phase 1B Projects

 1

 2

 3  4

 8

 9

10 11

 5

 8   Site Signage—Phase 1

 9   K* without addition

10   Areaways  
 stabilization—C

11   Areaways  
 stabilization—F

Cafe
1695 SF

Kitchen
396 SF

Unisex WC
398 SF

Family WC
358 SF

Gift 
Shop

Kitchen 
Storage Pantry

StaffStaffVisitor
Center

368 SF 487 SF 225 SF

225 SF504 SF
393 SF

Family WC be 
open separately 
after hours

Existing photo of  the 
main entrance to 
Building K taken from 
Chapel Road.

This temporary 
structure is the current 
information booth, 
which remains closed 
at most times due to 
lack of heating and 
adequate cooling for 
the staff person.

Scale: 1’ : 3/64” Scale: 1’ : 3/64”

New building
Existing building

Open to the public
Main entry
Service entry

The most appropriate home for a new Snug Harbor visitor center is building K, historically 
the Matron’s House, home to the women who took care of the campus. This building is unique 
for its freestanding and central location, at the border of the urban north campus and bucolic 
south campus. A new addition will add critical ground floor space, so that new restrooms, 
a visitor center, and cafe can all be accessible and inviting to every visitor. We recommend 
a contrasting modern structure connected with the typical “hyphen” connection. A glass 
facade can face south, toward the beautiful lawn and gardens, thus preserving the historic 
character of Chapel Road to the north and forming the critical transition between the great 
lawn and Chapel Road where people may gather and enjoy.
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South facade of new addition First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan

Recommended Design: Key Features

Visitor Center

Left: Photo of existing 
condition at west 
facade, from Chapel 
Road.

Left: Photo of existing 
condition at main 
entry, showing floating 
doors without stair 
access.

Above: Photo of 
existing condition of 
bell-tower, in structural 
and aesthetic disrepair.

Left: Photo of existing 
condition at east 
facade, from Chapel 
Road, showing trees to 
be preserved.

During outreach sessions, it became evident that the 
VMH is cherished and missed asset which must be 
renovated and restored to serve again as a flexible 
performance theater. As there is no space on the 
interior to resolve accessibility challenges we propose 
two exterior ramps, one ramp up to the ground floor 
behind grand entry steps off Chapel Rd, and a second 
ramp to the cellar level at the east of the building. 
Interventions would improve the it’s connection to the 
landscape, activating the landscape.
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Aerial Perspective From Northeast View From Chapel Road Existing Conditions

Building S (Veteran’s Memorial Hall)
Recommended Design: Key Features

 1

 2

 3  5

 6

 7

 8

 9

10

 4

Phase 1 was further prioritized into 1A and 1B.  
1A projects were identified to be the most critical and 
transformative catalyst projects for Snug Harbor—
focusing on the town center and solving critical 
stormwater issues. Phase 1B projects enable a bigger 
transformation in the form of reactivating Building S, 
redesigning outdoor spaces near the town center,  
a café addition, reimagined vehicular circulation in the 
perimeter, among others. 



This document 
This is a synopsis of the 
Capital Project Scope 
Development (CPSD)  
document —which includes 
in depth analysis and recom-
mendations for Snug Harbor, 
made by the team above.
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View of the Farm Terrace  
and Farm Education Pavilion  
in the distance. 



View of the new stage pavilion



View of the Heritage Farm
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Island residents, 
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